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2 Introduction 

While Zultys provides high level security protection for the MX system 

against an outside attack, it is still essential to protect the MX with a strong 

administrative password and take other preventive measures against 

unauthorized access to the system. This document discusses ways in which 

the channel partner can safeguard an MX against unauthorized access for 

the purposes of toll fraud or unauthorized calls. 

In most cases investigated by Zultys, the root cause of the toll fraud is found 

to be a “weak” or default password that was exploited. However, even in the 

event an unauthorized individual was able to obtain login and password to 

the MX, there are still additional settings that can be enabled to protect the 

services and functions of the MX that can be exploited, for example 

international calling. 
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Security is a two-step process; the first step is to get authorized to use the 

MX by obtaining a valid Authorization name and Authorized password. The 

2nd step is rights and permissions allowed for that user.   

Zultys recommends first and foremost protect the authorization name and 

password, and then, if that is compromised, make sure there is additional 

protection on the services and functions that can be exploited like 

international calling. 

2.1 Security Reviews and TAPs Program 

Zultys offers this document as a resource tool to assist the Channel Partner 

in securing and identifying potential security risks. Security reviews are not 

covered by Zultys Technical Support or Channel Support as part of the MX 

support contract. In-depth security reviews are covered by the TAPs program 

offered by Zultys Technical Support. Technical Assistance Program (TAPs) is 

a fee-based support option which is described in more detail on the ZRC 

website. 

3 Password Strength 

The following excerpt from wikipedia.org discusses password strength and 

provides a few useful suggestions for securing the passwords on the MX 

system. Original article can be found at 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Password_strength 

Password strength is a measure of the effectiveness of a password in 

resisting guessing and brute-force attacks. In its usual form, it 

estimates how many trials an attacker who does not have direct access 

to the password would need, on average, to guess it correctly. The 

strength of a password is a function of length, complexity, and 

unpredictability. 

Using strong passwords lowers overall risk of a security breach, but 

strong passwords do not replace the need for other effective security 

controls. The effectiveness of a password of a given strength is 

strongly determined by the design and implementation of the 

authentication system software, particularly how frequently password 

guesses can be tested by an attacker and how securely information on 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Password_strength
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user passwords is stored and transmitted. Risks are also posed by 

several means of breaching computer security which are unrelated to 

password strength. 

As with any security measure, passwords vary in effectiveness (i.e., 

strength); some are weaker than others. For example, the difference in 

weakness between a dictionary word and a word with obfuscation (i.e., 

letters in the password are substituted by, say, numbers— a common 

approach) may cost a password cracking device a few more seconds– 

this adds little strength. The examples below illustrate various ways 

weak passwords might be constructed, all of which are based on 

simple patterns which result in extremely low entropy, allowing them 

to be tested automatically at high speeds: 

• Default passwords (as supplied by the system vendor and meant 

to be changed at installation time): password, default, admin, 

guest, etc. Lists of default passwords are widely available on the 

internet. 

• Dictionary words: chameleon, RedSox, sandbags, bunnyhop!, 

IntenseCrabtree, etc., including words in non-English 

dictionaries. 

• Words with numbers appended: password1, deer2000, john1234, 

etc., can be easily tested automatically with little lost time. 

• Words with simple obfuscation: p@ssw0rd, l33th4x0r, g0ldf1sh, 

etc., can be tested automatically with little additional effort. For 

example a domain administrator password compromised in the 

DigiNotar attack was reportedly Pr0d@dm1n. 

• Doubled words: crabcrab, stopstop, treetree, passpass, etc. 

• Common sequences from a keyboard row: qwerty, 12345, 

asdfgh, fred, etc. 

• Numeric sequences based on well-known numbers such as 911 

(9-1-1, 9/11), 314159... (pi), or 27182... (e), etc. 

• Identifiers: jsmith123, 1/1/1970, 555–1234, "your username", 

etc. 

• Anything personally related to an individual: license plate 

number, Social Security number, current or past telephone 

number, student ID, address, birthday, sports team, relative's or 
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pet's names/nicknames/birthdays/initials, etc., can easily be 

tested automatically after a simple investigation of person's 

details. 

There are many other ways a password can be weak, corresponding to 

the strengths of various attack schemes; the core principle is that a 

password should have high entropy (usually taken to be equivalent to 

randomness) and not be readily derivable by any "clever" pattern, nor 

should passwords be mixed with information identifying the user. On-

line services often provide a restore password function that a hacker 

can figure out and by doing so bypass a password. Choosing hard to 

guess restore password questions can further secure the password.  

4 MX Administrator Password 

All MX systems ship with the default ‘administrator’ user for the MX 

Administrator already programmed on the system. If an unauthorized 

individual gains access to this user’s password, they will gain full control of 

the system.  

4.1 Default Password 

Zultys strongly recommends changing the default administrator password 

immediately after initial deployment of the MX system. Try to use a strong 

alpha numeric password that contains both upper and lower case letters. 

4.2 Multiple Logins 

Zultys recommends creating a separate login and password for each person 

accessing the MX Administrator. This allows you to easily track and identify 

who is logging into MX Administrator and making changes. In the event that 

one of the users’ login and password is compromised, you can easily remove 

their administrative privileges. 

4.3 Assign proper rights 

Zultys recommends limiting the administrative rights of users who require 

access to MX Administrator. Disable the user’s ability to edit all sections of 

MX Administrator that do not pertain to their responsibilities. This prevents 

users from “accidently” or “maliciously” making unnecessary changes to the 

system.  
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5 CDR Password 

Zultys recommends changing the password for the CDR Database. To change 

the password, navigate to File -> CDR Settings and click on the Change MX 

CDR Login tab to change both the login and the password for accessing the 

database. 

 

If CDR access is not required you may disable all CDR access. 

Disable CDR Access in MX Administrator\File\CDR Settings 

Note: If you utilize MXarchive Server or other CDR connections you must 

leave this enabled. It is always recommend to change the password in these 

cases to prevent unauthorized users from logging into the program. 
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6 User Passwords 

Administrators should stress the importance of a “strong” password to all 

the users on the MX system. While an average user may not see the 

importance of securing their login credentials, exploited user passwords 

constitute the majority of security issues facing administrators of the MX 

system. 

6.1 MXIE 

The password used to log into MXIE can also be used to log into MX 

Administrator as long as the user in question has administrative privileges. 

MXIE password is also used to log into Zultys Mobile Communicator, Zultys 

Salesforce Communicator, Zultys Outlook Communicator and Zultys Flex 

Communicator.  

Zultys recommends using a strong alpha numeric password that contains 

both upper and lower case letters. It is inadvisable to set a user’s password 

to be identical to their PIN number. 

6.2 PIN 

The PIN number is used to check the user’s voicemail box from a phone or 

log into a call group via a phone’s preprogrammed login button. In release 

12.0.7 and earlier, the users PIN number with their User ID are used to 

register softphone and unmanaged devices. Depending on configuration, a 

compromised PIN number can be used to access other sensitive services. For 

more details see Section 11.  

Zultys recommends using 6 digit-long PIN numbers to increase the security 

of user PINs. ZAC/MXIE user passwords should never be the same as the 

user’s PIN number. 

6.3 Password Policies 

Administrators can set a strict password policy for users on the MX system. 

The policies are configured per user profile.  

In MX Administrator, navigate to Configure -> Users and select the Profile. 

Zultys recommends implementing the following password policy for all user 

profiles.  
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• Set minimum password length to 6 characters  

o 8 to 10 character-long passwords are preferred 

• Set the password to expire every 90 days 

• Enable the Do Not Allowing Password = Extension option 

• Enable the Do Not Allow Repeating Digits in Password option 

• Disable the Allow Digit Passwords Only option 

 

Password policies should be implemented in ALL profiles. When you create a 

new profile, copy the default profile with the password policies already in 

place. 

It is important to note that Password Policies only apply to passwords, not 

PIN numbers.  

Password Policies will not have any effect if LDAP integration is enabled. Do 

not configure these settings if you are using LDAP. 

6.3.1 Unmanaged Device Password 

This feature provides a mechanism for the MX to generate SIP authentication 

passwords for unmanaged devices. This reduces vulnerability due to the 

usage of weak PINs that are utilized by many users. 

Note: Zultys strongly recommends the regeneration of unmanaged device 

passwords to provide unauthorized access due to weak passwords. 

6.3.2 MX Administration 

MX Administrator\Configure\Users 

Single User: 

Select the desired user from the user list. 
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Click the Regenerate button for Unmanaged device password. 

 

Click Yes at the Warning dialog: 

 

Make note of the new password. 

User Profile: 

Select the desired Profile from the user list. 

In the General tab, click the Regenerate Passwords button next to “Can 

register unmanaged devices”. 

 

SIP Security: 
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Select the SIP Security tab from Provision\SIP and RTP\ 

Select the desired password length and character set 

Select if devices can register using their extension number. 

Click apply 

 

6.3.3 Conditions 

• The MX will generate a Syslog event when an unmanaged device 

utilizing a weak password is registered. 

"Unmanaged device registered with weak password:", " DeviceID 

= %s, UserAgent = %s." 

• Examples of weak passwords: 

- using user name, extension or login name is reducing the 

password bit length. 

- Passwords with characters in sequence, 12345. 

• For third-party devices such as Bria softphone, setting the PIN to the 

same value is not necessary, just use generated password. PIN is only 

needed for Voicemail access. 

 

Setting the PIN to be the same as Unmanaged Device Password only needs to 

be performed in Zultys Mobile Applications (V6). Zultys Mobile 

Communicator V7 will use internal, temporary generated password. 

6.4 LDAP Integration 

To simplify management of user passwords, including MXIE passwords, 

Zultys recommends implementing LDAP authentication. LDAP integration 

uses your Windows Active Directory, or LDAP server, to authenticate all user 

logins. In this scenario users can utilize the same password across all 
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accounts secured via the LDAP service. However, there is a risk that if the 

LDAP server is unavailable, users will not be able to log into MXIE. 

Note that LDAP authentication manages only user passwords and not PIN 

numbers. It is the user’s responsibility to manage and update their PIN 

numbers regularly.  

If LDAP authentication is used, you do not need to set the password policies 

in user profiles as seen in Section 6.3. In particular, do not set the password 

for a user to expire in MX Administrator. 

7 Call Handling Rules, Find Me Follow Me and Call 

Forwards 

Zultys Technical Support has encountered instances where Call Handling 

Rules, Find Me Follow me, and Call Forwarding functions have been 

implemented by unauthorized individuals to initiate toll fraud or make 

unauthorized calls. In the event there is a possibility of a security breach, 

Zultys recommends that the system administrator investigates the call 

handling rules that are currently configured on the MX system. 

Call Handling Rules, Find Me Follow me, and Call Forwarding functions can 

be implemented on the MX side (server side) or on the user’s device (client 

side), both should be investigated separately. 

Upon request, Zultys Technical Support may be able to assist administrators 

of a compromised system by putting together a report on all call handling 

rules configured on the MX system. 

Review both the call handling rules set up on the MX system in either MXIE, 

MX Administrator or via DTMF Controls and the device-level call forwarding 

rules set up via the web interface. 

7.1 Device Level Forwarding 

Call forwarding can be implemented on the device level. If a remote phone is 

compromised, the unauthorized individual may set up call forwarding from 

the web interface of the device in question. If you suspect that a device has 

been compromised, you should investigate at the device level. 
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8 MX Security Options 

This section details some suggested Security settings for the MX system. 

8.1 Disable TFTP for public access 

Zultys strongly recommends disabling public access to the TFTP server, 

unless it is required for use with remote devices. If remote devices are used 

it is recommended to use HTTPS for auto-provisioning devices. 

The MX TFTP provisioning server is READ ONLY and thus the only way files 

may be added or removed from it is via the MX Administrator application. 

If TFTP is used but regular changes are not required for the remote devices 

on the system, it is recommended to disable TFTP for public access except 

when updating devices. For more information regarding device security see 

Section 13.  

TFTP can be disabled via MX Administrator. Navigate to Provision -> Service 

Protection and open the Service Protection tab. To disable public access, 

click on the box in the TFTP row corresponding to the public address of the 

MX. If public access to the MX is facilitated via port forwarding then TFTP 

access will need to be blocked on the external firewall/router that is 

providing the NAT services. TFTP utilizes UDP port 69. 
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8.2 Disable/Limit SIP Access 

You may be able to disable or limit SIP access to the public address of the 

MX to strengthen the security of the system. This setting is accessed from 

the Service Protection tab in MX Administrator in Provision -> Service 

Protection. 

As SIP access is required for external SIP connectivity, only disable it in the 

following situations:  

• If the system has no remote devices and is not using SIP trunks, 

disable SIP on the public IP address. 

• If the system is only using SIP trunks, with no remote devices, place 

the MX behind a firewall, and limit SIP access to only the IP addresses 

used by the SIP carrier. 

• If the system is using static IP addresses for remote devices, for 

example if the remote devices are deployed at another office location, 

then place the MX behind a firewall, and limit SIP access to only the IP 

addresses used by the office in question. 

8.3 Properly Define Networks in Session Border Controller (SBC) 

By default the SBC has three network ranges defined which cover the 

standard IANA defined private address ranges. If desired these networks can 

be deleted or edited so as to only cover the specific private IP networks 

applicable to the deployment. 

For example: if the network used by your MX system is 192.168.1.0/24 and 

no other private networks will be used to connect to the MX, then you may 

define only 192.168.1.0/24 as Trusted. 

8.3.1 Define Trusted and Untrusted Networks 

For MX Release versions 7.0 and later, Zultys recommends defining Trusted 

and Untrusted Networks in SBC settings. If SIP requests (REGISTER, INVITE, or 

SUBSCRIBE) arrive from an untrusted network they will require forced 

authorization. It is assumed that all configured ITSP/SIP servers are always 

trusted (even if ITSP has an address that belongs to an untrusted network). 

Networks defined as Trusted do not require SIP authentication. Incorrectly 

defining your trusted networks can lead to the ability to override the 

requirement to authenticate. The 0.0.0.0/0 should never be marked as 

Trusted. 
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8.3.2 Set the option to require authentication from untrusted networks 

By default the option to require authentication of untrusted networks is 

enabled.  Zultys recommends keeping this option enabled in SBC. As 

indicated below SIP servers and ITSPs are excluded from this requirement. 

 

Every time a new network is added to the table in SBC window, it is marked 

as trusted by default. If a network is not listed in SBC, it’s considered 

untrusted. So, if the MX receives a request from an IP address which does 

not match any networks listed in SBC, the request will be either authorized 

or ignored. 

In the Networks section of the SBC window, select whether requests from 

untrusted networks are ignored or authenticated. 

Authenticate all traffic from untrusted networks: If this option is selected, all 

requests that come from untrusted or unlisted networks will always be 

challenged. If a password for the user or device is not set on MX then it is 

impossible for the authentication to be successful. 

Block all traffic from untrusted networks: If this option is selected, then the 

MX system will ignore all requests from untrusted networks. Exceptions to 

this rule are requests from ITSP/SIP Servers and requests from IP addresses 

to which requests were generated during previous SIP sessions (for example: 

some transfer scenarios require additional requests from clients which are 

not necessary to authorize). 
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8.4 RTP Traffic 

Starting from Release 13.0, MX-SE, MX-E and MX-Virtual systems support 

voice encryption (SRTP). Refer to the Release 13 manual for additional 

information about configuring voice encryption. 

For remote devices, Zultys recommends using hardware VPN to encrypt the 

tunnel in which the RTP travels if SRTP is not used. 

8.5 SIP Registration / Digest Authentication 

SIP registration with authentication is required. All passwords are encrypted 

using the SIP standards. The HTTP digest authentication scheme is 

documented in RFC2617 and extended in RFC 3310 

9 Auto Attendant Options 

Consider disabling the ability to dial a pattern of ??? (3 digit extensions) for 

transfers in “From Root Dialog” settings. This setting could become an issue 

if your dial plan also allows 3 digit dialing to the carrier for “411”.  

Likewise, consider disabling the No Match option transfers in “From Root 

Dialog” settings. 

10 Conference Server and Voice Mixer 

An unauthorized individual may be able to exploit the conference server and 

voice mixer ports and set up unauthorized conferences. One way to prevent 

this is to set the voice mixer and conference ports to be controlled by auto 

attendant during off work hours, since majority of “hacking” cases happen 

during the night. 

Zultys recommends disabling the ability to link toll free calls to the 

conference server for unmanaged/repeating conferences or the voice mixer 

to minimize the risk of unauthorized conferences accruing toll free charges. 

10.1Voice Mixer 

Note that exposed voice mixer ports or extensions could be exploited. Voice 

Mixer ports do not have any security on them, as no password or PIN is 

required to join the conference like the conference bridge.  
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10.2Conference Server 

There is also a possibility that a Repeating Conferences can be exploited by 

someone who has knowledge of the access code to join the conference. Be 

mindful when distributing this information. 

11 User Rights 

When setting up user rights, it is recommended to carefully review the rights 

assigned to each user, and make sure that they are given access only to the 

features necessary for their job requirements. If you are providing “Higher 

Risk” permissions to a user, make sure the customer fully understands the 

risks. 

The following user rights are considered “Higher Risk” and should be limited 

to users who absolutely must have access to them. 

• “Can return calls from voicemail”  

o This is a permission that allows a user to log into their voicemail 

box, and make calls from it. All rights and permissions this user 

has will be used when making the call.  

• Access to the MX Administrator to make changes 

• DTMF Controls -> Call Forwarding Control 

o Allows the user to set up a call handling rule to forward all calls 

to a number of their choosing from Voice Mail. 

• “Can Register Softphone” 

o This is used to enable MXIE Softphone, Zultys Mobile 

Communicator for iPhone/Android. 

•  “Can register unmanaged devices: 

o This feature allows MXIE Username and PIN to be used to 

register a softphone or an unmanaged device. (This setting 

should be disabled for all profiles. It should only be enabled if a 

third party softphone or application needs to be registered.  If it 

is enabled great care should be taken to ensure the voice mail 

pin for the associated user is sufficiently complex.  For all device 

profiles created in version 15.0.6 and later, this setting is 

disabled by default.  Any profile created prior to release 15.0.6 

should be verified to ensure this setting has been disabled.) 

• Call restrictions that are “open” 
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o The user has little to no call restrictions in place for 900, 

international calls, 411, and operator assisted calls. Be mindful 

of allowing users to make calls that can accrue large phone 

charges. 

• “Bind to external number” 

o This feature could be exploited. In a situation where MXIE login 

is compromised and bound to a PSTN number, the hacker can 

make unauthorized calls.  

12 Dial Plan 

When setting up the dial plan, Zultys recommends that you apply restrictions 

or block numbers that can be “expensive” such as 900/976, international 

numbers, as well as 411. 

• International calls 

o At minimum, apply an MX account code that is forced and 

verified. 

o Or block the call completely if international calls are not 

required. 

• 900 Numbers 

o At minimum, apply an MX account code that is forced and 

verified. 

o Or block the call completely if 900 calls are not required. 

• Make sure all options are covered for patterns that you are restricting 

o Options to dial as 9+ number. 

o Options to dial as just 10 digit number. 

o Options to dial as 11 digit number. 
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13 Device Security 

Zultys recommends securing devices, to stop or block unauthorized devices 

from registering to the MX system. Most importantly when using remote 

devices, make sure they are using “strong” passwords for both the User and 

Administrator access to the device. 

13.1Registering a device as extension number or user name 

Zultys discourages allowing devices to be registered as a user’s MXIE 

Username or as a user’s extension number and MXIE Password. By default 

this option is disabled. 

13.2Require SIP Proxy password for ALL devices 

External devices by design are required to have a SIP Proxy password, but it 

is recommended to also apply this restriction to internal devices. To enable 

this option, in MX Administrator navigate to Provision -> SIP and RTP -> SIP 

Settings and select the “Authenticate Manage Devices” option. This will result 

in internal devices being challenged when registering and thus a SIP Proxy 

Password must be added to every device. By default, this option is disabled, 

and internal devices are not challenged. There are two options for MX 

authentication of Trusted Networks: 

Authenticate Unmanaged Devices: Unmanaged devices can be registered 

with an MX only if the registered address is a valid MX user ID or a valid MX 

extension number. Selecting this option requires that the user provide a 

correct password when registering the device. 
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Authenticate Managed Devices: Selecting this option requires the user to 

provide a correct password when registering the device. 

The above settings have no effect for “untrusted” or “external” requests. 

 

13.3Strong SIP Proxy Password 

An unauthorized individual may attempt to compromise a device via brute-

force hacking techniques. To do so they must ascertain both the device’s 

Device ID (commonly the MAC address) and the password. By using a 

“strong” password it is possible to make the “hacker’s” job much harder and 

therefore discouraging them from attempting to compromise the device. 

As a side note, the MX has built-in ability to “block” or not respond to this 

type of hacking, which will serve as your first line of defense in the event of a 

‘brute force’ hacking attempt. 

13.4Device Default Passwords 

Devices that are “naked” on the internet—that is directly assigned a public IP 

address—should always have their default administrator and user passwords 

changed. The manufacturer’s default passwords are public knowledge and 

sometimes even “blank” making it easier to hack the device unless the 

password is changed. With a call forward enabled on the device, all the 

hacker has to do is dial the extension number from the auto attendant, and 

the call is forwarded by the device to the number of the “hackers” choosing, 

assuming the dial plan permits it. 
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Some devices allow calls to be placed from the web UI of the device, but on 

some phone models these calls cannot be transferred afterwards. This is 

another reason to change the default user and admin passwords. 

13.5Should a device be compromised 

Should a device become compromised, Zultys recommends resetting the 

device to its factory default, so that it returns to the configuration setup by 

the MX Administrator. This will remove all configuration options added by 

the hacker.  

Zultys also recommends changing the device registration name and all SIP 

proxy passwords. Also change all device user and administrator passwords. 

For a ZIP5 device, you can review the “Local configuration” file from the 

device itself to see what was changed from the MX configuration settings. 

Potential points of control that a hacker may attempt to leverage: 

• XML call setup and control 

• XML Configuration options 

• Call forwarding rules 

• Change in user or administrator passwords 

13.6Devices “Naked” on the internet 

SIP devices should never be fully exposed on the internet, since they are 

susceptible to SIP attacks. You can identify a “Naked” device by reviewing the 

device status in the MX Administrator. Navigate to Configure -> Devices. If a 

public address for the device is displayed in the “Contact Field” for that 

device, it may be exposed. Some ALG functions will show the public address 

in the contact field but not expose the device. 

Below is an example of a device “Naked” on the internet 

 

14 Secure Provisioning for ZIP 3 devices 

14.1Description 

This feature provides a secure method of provisioning ZIP 3 phones. This is 

accomplished by using a HTTPS (SSL) tunnel with client authentication. For 
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the complete documentation on Secure Provisioning see Secure Provisioning 

Manual from the Zultys KBS website. 

14.1.1 Operation 

The operation is inherent once the proper administrative parameters have 

been configured. 

• MX software version 10.0.3 or later must be installed 

• ZIP 33i firmware level = 60.72.132.32 (or greater) 

• ZIP 35i firmware level = 65.72.132.32 (or greater) 

• ZIP 37G firmware level = 27.71.132.24 (or greater) 

• ZIP 36G firmware level = 48.80.132.3 (or greater) 

• ZIP 33G firmware level = 47.80.132.1 (or greater) 

• ZIP 47G firmware level = 66.82.132.1 (or greater) 

14.1.2 Conditions 

Authentication is done with a certificate on the MX and corresponding 

certificate incorporated into the phone firmware versions listed above.  

14.1.3 Zultys Cloud Services 

For deployments involving Zultys Cloud Services is it is highly recommended 

that Secure Provisioning be used, and that any reference to the Zultys Hosted 

Solution be referenced using the FQDN of the Hosted Solution, not the IP 

Address. 

14.2Generate security key 

In the MXAdministrator under Maintenance | Security Certificate Management 
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Click Generate and select Security Key 

 

 
 

Click Yes 
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14.3Generate Self-Signed Certificate 

If you have previously created a self-signed certificate, please re-generate 

the self-signed certificate, but following the same steps below for creating a 

new self-signed certificate. If using Zultys Cloud Services, this step can be 

omitted except in cases when you are using a certificate from an authority. 

Click Generate and select Self Signed Certificate 

 

 
 

Populate all information including any public IPs assigned to the MX as well 

as and FQDN’s that resolve to the MX. If entering private and public IPs, 

ensure the private IP (or FQDN that resolves to private IP) is first in the list. 

 

Click Generate Certificate 
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The self-signed certificate will be displayed. Click Close. 
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14.4HTTPS Server Settings 

 

Note: Do not enable Common Name validation in the HTTPS Server 

Settings tab unless a valid trusted certificate is installed on the MX 

system.  

 

 

 

14.5Configure the device profile 

In the MXadministrator UI under Configure | Devices | Device Profiles | IP & 

Provisioning tab of the device profile, select HTTPS as the Provisioning 

protocol, and select “MX” and choose the IP address of the MX from the 

dropdown. It is recommended to use FQDN of the instance when the MX is a 

Zultys Cloud Services hosted solution. 
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OR 
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If you wish to change from using the IP address supplied in the dropdown to 

an FQDN (recommended) select “fixed” and enter in the appropriate FQDN 

with port 443 example “zulltys.mxvirtual.com:443” in the field. For path 

enter in “httpsphone/” 

After you set the protocol to HTTPS and click apply, the mac.cfg file will be 

moved to the HTTPS directory automatically. If you have previously 

provisioned your phones with HTTP or TFTP please contact technical support 

for options to migrate the phones from TFTP or HTTP to HTTPS. 
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14.6Load phone firmware to the HTTPS server 

When using HTTPS for provisioning, it is highly recommended to use HTTPS 

for providing firmware for the phones as well. To upload the firmware from 

your pc to the MX locate the firmware on your pc and click the “Copy to 

Server” button to upload the HTTPS server of the MX. 
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14.7Set the provisioning server in the ZIP3 Phone using the web 

interface of the phone. 

14.7.1 Configure DHCP Option 176 Usage 

Using option 176 is the preferred method, ZIP3 phones with the proper 

firmware running on MX systems with software 10.0.3 or greater are capable 

of supporting DHCP Option 176. Option 176 provides a method to provide 

configuration parameters to the phone from the DHCP server. 

To utilize the HTTPS provisioning and have the provisioning server address 

delivered via DHCP Option 176 perform the following:  

1) Set the device profile provisioning protocol to “DHCP HTTPS (option 

176) – This will force MX to put mac.cfg files onto the HTTPS server.  

It also adds some lines to the mac.cfg to add Option 176 support in 

the phones but in practice this is irrelevant as current firmware 

defines Option 176. Older firmware phones should not be configured 

to use HTTPS.  

 

2) Configure the 3rd party DHCP server to deliver Option 176 and 

populate it with the appropriate HTTPS server which is: 

 

https://[MX_IP_ADDRESS or FQDN]:443/httpsphone/ 
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In practice if a customer defines Option 176 on their 3rd party DHCP server, a 

factory defaulted ZIP3 phone will use that information instead of Option 66. 

The Zultys MX’s built in DHCP Server does not support/supply option 176. 

14.7.2 Hand Configure Provisioning Server Address 

If you are not using DHCP Option 176, please follow the below directions. 

In the web interface of the device, navigate to Settings | Auto Provision. 

Screens may differ slightly from device type to device type and version to 

version. 

 

 
 

Enter the MX URL from the IP & Provisioning screen of the MX into the 

Server URL field, all other options leave default. 

 

https://[address of MX]:443/httpsphone/ 

 

Click Update and Log Out of the phone. 

 

The phone will reboot and utilize the Auto Provision feature. 
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14.7.3 Configure ZIP3 to download its firmware from the MX HTTPS Server 

In the device profile on the General Tab,  

• Select HTTPS from the Download protocol drop down 

• Select the appropriate address from the address dropdown 

o If you prefer to use an FQDN click the radio button for Custom 

and enter in the complete URL. 

• Select the firmware version from the firmware dropdown. NOTE: 

firmware must be loaded to the MX HTTPS Server to appear in this 

dropdown. 

 

 
 

 

15 Media Gateway Security 

15.1IP Table 

This table is designed to ensure the secure use of gateways. Administrators 

can add authorized IP addresses to this table and the gateways will only 

process requests from these authorized IP addresses. If the IP table is empty, 

the gateways will not perform IP address-based message filtering, and allow 

invites from ALL IP addresses. 

For example: In the screenshot below, the gateway will only process the 

messages from 192.168.1.1. 
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Zultys recommends specifying authorized IP addresses for MG gateways, if 

you have ports forwarding to the MG, or if the MG is directly accessed from 

the internet. 

16 Using MXreport to gain insight into possible hacking 

MXreport can provide a useful insight into what path a call took and help 

reveal cases of toll fraud. 

If you suspect that an end-user’s MX may have been compromised in some 

capacity but the end-user does not have an MXreport license, you can enable 

the emergency license for the duration of your investigation. 

16.1Investigation Report 

Clone the existing “all calls for a period of a time detailed” report.  Use a 

date range or other data to limit the report. Add the following columns to 

the report which will provide helpful insight into how the call traveled 

through the system. 

• Recipient Trunk Group 

• Recipient Service Name 

• Recipient Call Group Extension 

• Calling Trunk Group 

• Calling Trunk Group Name 

• Calling Group Extension 

• Called Party # 

• Direction 
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From the example in the screenshot above, we can tell that the call was 

generated from a device as indicated by the mac address in the calling trunk 

group field, most likely a local call forward on the phone was setup, or the 

credentials were compromised. 

 

In the example in the screenshot above, we can tell that the call came into 

the Auto Attendant, the caller dialed an extension and there was a call 

handling rule on the extension that forwarded the call to an international 

number. 

16.1.1 Example: Call made from device 

In the below example, a call was generated from a device named 

“Room_5051” as indicated by the Device ID in the Calling Trunk Group field. 

Most likely, a local call forward on the device was setup, or the credentials 

were compromised. 

 

16.1.2 Example: Call make via Bound to External Phone Number 

In the below example, a call was made for user at extension 5030 who was 

bound to an external phone number. 
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16.1.3 Example: Call Handling Rule used to forward call 

In the below example, a call from 1440-555-5041 was routed to the AA 

called “playing” the caller dialed an extension (5030) and there was a call 

handling rule on extension 5030 that forwarded the caller to 1440-555-

5040. 

 

16.1.4 Example: Call made from voice mail 

In the example below, a call came into voice mail from 440-555-5041 to 

440-555-5004, was able to log into user 5043’s mailbox and use the 

“return call from voice mail” option to place a call to 440-555-5040. 

 

16.2Daily Report 

If the end-user has an MXreport license, you can configure a daily report that 

is emailed to the administrator showing all calls to 900, 411 and 

international numbers. This would give the administrator a heads up on 

“expensive calls”. 
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17 Use of Syslog to provide details and a time line of 

events 

Use of the MX system’s built-in syslog can also provide excellent information 

or clues to events leading up to a toll fraud case. In the below syslog 

snapshot, a device failed to register a few times then it failed to place an 

international call. This usually indicates an unauthorized user or device 

attempted to register as a device to make unauthorized calls and then finally 

succeeded. 

 

18 Device Registration Options 

Below is a table outlining the possible combinations to register a device, the 

results outlined below are the result of a using the recommendations in this 

document. 

 

Pass/Fail Registration Name Registration Pass 

Fail User Name Password 

Pass User Name Pin 

Fail Device ID Password 

Fail Device ID Pin 

Pass Device ID Sip Proxy Password 

Fail Extension Number Pin 

Fail Extension Number Password 
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19 Service Protection – Whitelist/Blacklist 

This feature allows system administrators to configure which MX network 

services are accessible based on the source address of network traffic 

received at the MX system. 

This feature also contains a Whitelist / Blacklist / Banned List function that 

allows for explicitly whitelisting known good networks, blacklisting bad 

networks and via advanced real-time analysis automatically banning 

addresses from which hacking attempts are detected. 

Addresses that appear in the banned list can be moved to the whitelist or 

blacklist with a single click to make the selection permanent. 

19.1Administration 

MX Administrator | Provision | Network Security | Service Protection 

 

The default 0.0.0.0/0 fixed rule is effectively a catch-all, if the source 

address of a received packet does not match any rule above (or there are no 

extra rules), then the fixed rule will be applied to it. The Fixed rule will 

always appear at the bottom of the list of networks. 

As you add source networks in the Network Definition tab, they will become 

available to add in this area. 

To add a defined network: 
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1. Click Add 

2. Click on the Source Network item and select the dropdown 

3. Select the desired network that was configured in the Network 

Definition tab. 

4. Click Ok 

5. You may now enable/disable MX services for that network. Clicking on 

a service will toggle the service allowed (check mark)/denied(x)/pass 

onto next rule (arrow). 

19.1.1 Service Definitions 

Service Port Function 

TFTP 69 TFTP Service 

MXIE 7505 7100 7117 

(SP)3771 

MXIE 

MXAdmin 7505,7100-

7156, 22(TTS) 

MX Administrator 

SIP 5060 SIP signalling 

RTP 20000-24999 RTP ports 

RTP ALG 21000-21240 ALG/SBC RTP ports 

NTP 123 NTP server port 

Webserver 80 MX landing page 

MXnetwork 7500 MXnetwork 

CDR 3306 Call Detail Records, MXreport 
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MXarchive 7100,7152  MX Archive Server 

HTTP update 

server 

8000,8080 HTTP update server, 

DHCP 67 DHCP server 

VPN 500 VPN server 

XML Phone 

Services 

8081 ZIP 3-4 XML phone services 

CSTA 7778 ZAC, CSTA applications 

MX web services 8989 User portal, Web Superview, Web 

Call recording, Web wallboard 

Web socket 7779 Web Chat, Salesforce 

Communicator 

HTTPS 443 Secure connections 

Dedicated 

Provisioning 

444 ZIP phone dedicated provisioning 

server 

 

MX Administrator | Provision | Network Security | Whitelist/Blacklist 
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To add an entry from the whitelist or blacklist:  

 

 

 

 

 

1. Right click on the desired area 

2. Enter the IP address and/or network information 

3. Click OK 

MX Administrator | Provision | Network Security | Network Definition 

This area is where you define your source networks. Once defined, you can 

configure access to the various MX services for the network in the Service 

Protection area.  

 

1. Click New 
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2. Enter the desired name of the network 

3. Click OK 

4. With the newly created network name highlighted, click the Add button 

5. Enter the IP address or Network information. Multiple IP addresses / 

subnets may be defined in each Network definition list. 

6. Click OK 

 

 

19.2Conditions 

 

• The security mechanisms sit in front of the services running on the 

MX. This ensures that the blocked packets never get presented to the 

services running on the MX. 

 

• The Banned List utilizes information gathered in real-time from all 

relevant services running on the MX to detect suspicious traffic and 

will auto-adjust to any new attack. 

 

• The mechanism to automatically ban addresses also incorporates logic 

to identify slow, distributed attacks which are intended to get around 

protection mechanisms that are triggered based on a certain level of 

traffic or number of attempts within a short period of time. 
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Care should be taken to ensure that administration access is not 

inadvertently blocked by inappropriate settings. If such a situation arises, 

access may be temporarily re-enabled via the LCD console on MX-SE and 

MX-E systems or via the virtual console on MX-Virtual systems. Contact 

Zultys technical support for assistance if required. 
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20 Secure Phone Provisioning 

20.1Description 

Secure phone provisioning for ZIP 3&4 telephones has been enhanced to 

provide a dedicated user interface in the MX Administrator program. The 

Security Certificate Management area and Device Profile area have been 

enhanced to facilitate secure provisioning of ZIP 3&4 telephones. 

20.2Administration 

MX Administrator>Maintenance>Security Certificate Management>Phone 

Provisioning Certificates 

 

• Dedicated HTTPS port: Defines the HTTPS port that will be utilized for 

secure phone provisioning. Port 444 is the default setting. 

• Server Certificate: Defines if the default security certificate or a user 

provisioned security certificate is to be utilized for secure phone 

provisioning. 

 

After you configure the desired settings, press the Apply button. 

 

Secure provisioning settings for ZIP 3&4 phone models are also 

located in: 
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MX Administrator>Configure>Devices>Device Profiles>IP & 

Provisioning 

 

 

 
 

• Protocol: For secure provisioning, you may select either HTTPS or 

HTTPS(Option 176).  

• Enforce CN Validation: Determines if Common Name security 

certificates will be enforced. 

• Dedicated port: This defines the dedicated HTTPS port to utilize for 

secure provisioning. This should match the setting configured in the 

Security Certificate Management area. Note that this setting will only 

appear when either HTTPS option is selected. 
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21 Hidden Sub Directory for phone configuration files 

21.1Description: 

Phone configuration files for ZIP 3, ZIP 4, and ZIP 5 series phones must be 

stored in a sub-directory of the provisioning server so as to provide proper 

security. 

21.2Operation 

The name of the secret sub-directory is defined via the "Sub-directory to 

store device configuration files" field located on "Provision | System Settings 

| Servers" screen of MX Administrator. 

The sub-directory name may contain numbers and upper-case letters and 

ideally should be at least 6 characters long. When the field is populated MX 

stores all ZIP 3 and ZIP 5 device configuration files in the hidden sub-

directory. 

Note: the internal DHCP server of the MX system may not be used to provide 

the provisioning server address via Options 66/176 when the sub-directory 

field is populated. An external DHCP server must be used with Options 

66/176 populated with the correct provisioning server address. Alternatively 

the provisioning server address may be manually set in the phone and device 

profile. The necessary format of the provisioning server address depends 

upon the provisioning protocol to be used by the phone. 

For ZIP 3 series phones the format is as follows: 

TFTP - tftp://[MX_address]/[secret] - If using DHCP Options 66/176 then 

use [MX_address]/[secret] 

HTTP - http://[MX_address]:8080/tftpphone/[secret] 

HTTPS - https://[MX_address]:443/httpsphone/[secret] 

 

 

  

https://[MX_address]:443/httpsphone/%5bsecret
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22 TFTP Phone Provisioning 

22.1Description 

Phone provisioning via TFTP may take longer due to security mechanisms the 

MX employs to prevent hacking attempts via TFTP scanning methods. Zultys 

recommends that customers utilize HTTP or HTTPS to provision the phones 

as the MX sends a response when the file is not present resulting in the 

phone immediately moving on to the next file request. In addition, the added 

benefit is that HTTP/HTTPS are more reliable protocols. 

22.2Operation 

If TFTP must be utilized, then adding the following to the custom 

configuration data will result in the phone requesting each file 3 times 

(rather than 9) before moving onto the next request thus substantially 

shortening the time to provision. 

auto_provision.attempt_before_failed = 1 
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23 Unmanaged Device Password Generation 

This feature provides a mechanism for the MX to generate SIP authentication 

passwords for unmanaged devices. This reduces vulnerability due to the 

usage of weak PINs that are utilized by many users. 

Note: Zultys strongly recommends the regeneration of unmanaged device 

passwords to provide unauthorized access due to weak passwords. 

23.1MX Administration 

MX Administrator\Configure\Users 

Single User: 

Select the desired user from the user list. 

Click the Regenerate button for Unmanaged device password. 

 

Click Yes at the Warning dialog: 

 

Make note of the new password. 

 

User Profile: 

Select the desired Profile from the user list. 

In the General tab, click the Regenerate Passwords button next to “Can 

register unmanaged devices”. 
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SIP Security: 

Select the SIP Security tab from Provision\SIP and RTP\ 

Select the desired password length and character set 

Select if devices can register using their extension number. 

Click apply 
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23.2Conditions 

 

• The MX will generate a Syslog event when an unmanaged device 

utilizing a weak password is registered. 

"Unmanaged device registered with weak password:", " DeviceID 

= %s, UserAgent = %s." 

• Examples of weak passwords: 

- using user name, extension or login name is reducing the 

password bit length. 

- Passwords with characters in sequence, 12345. 

• For third-party devices such as Bria softphone, setting the PIN to the 

same value is not necessary, just use generated password. PIN is only 

needed for Voicemail access. 

 

• Setting the PIN to be the same as Unmanaged Device Password only 

needs to be performed in Zultys Mobile Applications (V6). Zultys 

Mobile Communicator V7 will use internal, temporary generated 

password. 
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